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X-ray scattering from smectic films on a substrate

Dick K. G. de Boer
Philips Research Laboratories, Prof. Holstlaan 4, 5656 AA Eindhoven, The Netherlands

~Received 20 July 1998!

The combined effect of thermal fluctuations and substrate roughness replication in smectic liquid-crystalline
films on a substrate is described. For that purpose a theory is developed which is an extension of existing
continuum models. Both thermal fluctuations and roughness replication can be quantified in terms of the
surface tension and the elastic constants for compression and bending of the smectic material. Model calcula-
tions show the effect of the various parameters. It is shown that the growth of roughness due to thermal
fluctuations largely cancels the diminishment due to roughness replication. This explains why previous x-ray
scattering measurements could be satisfactorily described in terms of fractal correlation functions.
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PACS number~s!: 61.30.Cz, 61.30.Eb
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I. INTRODUCTION

Smectic liquid crystals are materials characterized by o
dimensional ordering, that is, they exhibit layering@1#. Thin
smectic films are technically interesting because of their
tical, electrical, and adhesion properties, and they are of
damental interest since they can serve as model system
studying interactions in soft materials. X-ray scattering h
been proven to be a powerful tool in studying smectic film
Specular scattering gives information on layering, wher
nonspecular~diffuse! scattering is very suitable to study fluc
tuations in the films. These techniques have been use
study free-standing films@2–5#, as well as films on substrate
prepared with the aid of the Langmuir-Blodgett techniq
@6–8# and of spin coating@9,10#.

In general, the layers in smectic systems are not pla
This is not only because there are thermal fluctuations wh
destroy long-range order@1,4,11,12#, but also because exte
nal disturbances propagate in the film@1#. In layers on sub-
strates the latter results in replication of substrate roughn
by the layered film. Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing o
smectic film on a substrate. Geer and co-workers@6–8# per-
formed nonspecular x-ray measurements on such syst
and showed that their results cannot be explained by
effect of thermal fluctuations alone, but may be described
terms of fractal correlation functions@13#. Such correlation
functions have been shown to yield a satisfactory descrip
of polished substrates@13,14# and various inorganic multi-
layers @15,16#, in which replication and deposition-base
roughness are combined. However, there is noa priori rea-
son why such a description should be applicable to sme
liquid-crystalline films.

In this paper we will develop a theory accounting for t
effect of both thermal fluctuations and substrate roughn
replication in smectic films. Our theory extends the exist
theory for thermal fluctuations@4,11,12,17,18# to include the
effect of propagation of roughness from the substrate.
will show that both effects can be explained in terms of
same three material parameters, viz., the surface tension
the elastic constants for compression and bending of
smectic layers.

Historically, three versions of the theory are known:
PRE 591063-651X/99/59~2!/1880~7!/$15.00
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discrete version in which the displacement of the vario
layers is considered explicitly@11,12#, a theory involving a
continuous representation of the displacement field wh
has a finite number of modes determined by the interla
distance@17# and a theory involving a continuous represe
tation in which the number of modes is not limited from th
beginning@4,18#.

In Sec. II we will start by expanding the model o
Poniewirski and Holyst@17# to include the effect of the sub
strate. Then, following Ref.@4#, a shorter formulation of the
end result will be introduced. Next we will describe how th
x-ray scattering intensities can be calculated. In Sec. III
amples will be given of calculations of the effect of roug
ness replication solely and in combination with thermal flu
tuations. We will show that it is possible to explain publish
experimental results@8,16# in terms of the description pre
sented here.

II. THEORY

We will consider a substrate with a smectic film consi
ing of N layers with a thicknessd and a total thicknessL

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of a smectic film on a s
strate. The roughness of the smectic layers has two causes: re
tion of substrate roughness and thermal fluctuations.
1880 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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5Nd. The layers can be displaced from their equilibriu
positions in the direction perpendicular to the interfac
which may be due to thermal fluctuations or to replication
substrate roughness. The displacement of~the middle of! a
layer from its equilibrium position will be denoted b
io

(

-

he

rip

d
o

:
r-
,
f

u(x,z), with x5(x1 ,x2) andz being the coordinates paralle
and perpendicular to the plane of the layers, respectively.
are interested in the correlation functionC(x,z,z8)
5^u(x,z)u(0,z8)&, where^ & indicates an ensemble averag

The free energy of the system may be expressed as@12#
F5
1

2 E d2xE
2L/2

L/2

dzFBS ]u~x,z!

]z D 2

1K@Dxu~x,z!#2G1
1

2 E d2xHg18 F¹xuS x,
1

2
L D G2

1g28 F¹xuS x,2
1

2
L D G2

1Ks1FDxuS x,
1

2
L D G2

1Ks2FDxuS x,2
1

2
L D G2J ~1!
-

r-
whereB andK are the bulk elastic constants for compress
and bending of the smectic layers, respectively;g18 andg28
are the surface tensions at the liquid-crystal–vaporz
5L/2) and liquid-crystal–substrate (z52L/2) interfaces,
respectively; andKs1 andKs2 are the surface elastic bend
ing constants at these interfaces.

With the two-dimensional Fourier transform~FT! of
u(x,z),

u~qx,z!5
1

2p E d2x exp~ iqx–x!u~x,z!,

whereqx is the wave vector parallel to the layer plane, t
free energy~1! can be written in the formF5(qx

Fqx
. Fur-

thermore, we will make use of the continuum-model desc
n

-

tion of Poniewirski and Holyst@17#, writing u(qx,z)
5u0(qx,z)1du(qx,z), whereu0(qx,z) is defined as the dis
placement minimizingFqx

, which may be written as

u0~qx,z!5p1~qx,z!u1~qx!1p2~qx,z!u2~qx!, ~2!

whereu6(qx)5u(qx,6
1
2 L), and, withl5AK/B,

p6~qx,z!56sinhFlqx
2S z6

1

2
L D G Y sinh~lqx

2L !. ~3!

Following Ref. @17#, du(qx,z) can be expanded in a ha
monic series du(qx,z)5(n51

N21dun(qx) f n(z), with f n(z)
5A2/L sin(npz/L) for even n, and f n(z)5A2/L cos(npz/L)
for odd n, yielding
Fqx
5

1

2 (
n51

N21

$@B~np/L !21Kqx
4#@dun~qx!#

2%1
1

2
qx

2H g1u1~qx!
21g2u2~qx!

2

1
ABK

sinh~lqx
2L !

$@u1~qx!
21u2~qx!

2#cosh~lqx
2L !22u1~qx!u2~qx!%J ,
, we

Fur-
it

y

where we introducedg65g68 1Ks6qx
2. In most cases theqx

dependence ofg6 is neglected. The values ofu6(qx) have
to be determined by the boundary conditions, which inclu
the effects of both thermal fluctuations and replication
substrate roughness:

u6~qx!5ut6~qx!1ur 6~qx!.

We will assume that the thermal deviationsut6(qx) and the
roughness deviationsur 6(qx) fluctuate independently
^ut6(qx)ur 6(qx)&50. This implies a separation of the co
relation function in a part due to thermal fluctuations and
part due to roughness replication:

C~x,z,z8!5Ct~x,z,z8!1Cr~x,z,z8!.
e
f

a

The termur 2(qx) or, equivalently, its two-dimensional FT
ur 2(x), describes the substrate roughness. For instance
can assume a fractal correlation function@13#

Cr 2~x!5^ur 2~x!ur 2~0!&5s2
2 exp@2~x/j!2H#, ~4!

wheres2 , j, andH are the root-mean-square~rms! rough-
ness, the lateral correlation length, and the Hurst~or jagged-
ness! parameter of the substrate roughness, respectively.
thermore,ur 1(qx) has to be chosen in such a way that
minimizes Fqx

. This yields ur 1(qx)5s(qx)ur 2(qx), with

s(qx)51/@n1 sinh(lqx
2L)1cosh(lqx

2L)#, where n6

5g6 /ABK.
The terms inFqx

with ut6(q) contain cross terms. The
can be written in diagonal form as
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1

2
$A1^@ut1~qx!#

2&1A1^@ut2~qx!#
2&%,

where uti(qx)5a i1(qx)ut1(qx)1a i2(qx)ut2(qx), with i
51 and 2. It is easily shown that the eigenvalues are

A1,25
1

2
ABKqx

2@n11n212 coth~lqx
2L !

6A~n12n2!214/sinh2~lqx
2L !#, ~5!

while the corresponding~orthonormal! eigenvectors are de
noted by@a i1(qx),a i2(qx)#, with i 51 and 2.

The N21 valuesdun(qx) and the 2 valuesuti(qx) con-
stitute the system’sN11 thermal eigenmodes with paralle
wave vectorqx, each corresponding with a free-energy co
tent 1

2 kBT. Hence

^@uti~qx!#
2&5kBT/Ai

and
^@dun~qx!#

2&5kBT/$B@~np/L !21l2qx
4#%.

With the above, Eq.~2! can be written as

u0~qx,z!5y~qx,z!ur 2~qx!1w1~qx,z!ut1~qx!

1w2~qx,z!ut2~qx!,
-

s
fe

lue
s
o

-

where

y~qx,z!5p1~qx,z!s~qx!1p2~qx,z!

and

wj~qx,z!5p1~qx,z!a1 j
21~qx!1p2~qx,z!a2 j

21~qx!, ~6!

where the matrixa i j
21(qx) is the inverse of the matrix

a i j (qx).
We will calculateC(x,z,z8) as the two-dimensional FT o

the power spectral densityC(qx,z,z8)5^u(qx,z)u(qx,z8)&.
Since u(qx,z) has been written as a series of independ
modes, we have

C~qx,z,z8!5^u0~qx,z!u0~qx,z8!&

1 (
n51

N21

f n~z! f n~z8!^@dun~qx!#
2&.

From what has been argued above, it follows that one
write

C~qx,z,z8!5Ct~qx,z,z8!1Cr~qx,z,z8!, ~7!

with
Ct~qx,z,z8!5kBTFw1~qx,z!w1~qx,z8!/A11w2~qx,z!w2~qx,z8!/A21
L

B (
n51

N21
cos~npz2 /L !1~21!n21 cos~npz1 /L !

n2p21l2qx
4L2 G ,

~8!
Cr~qx,z,z8!5V~qx,z,z8!Cr 2~qx!, ~9!

wherez15z1z8, z25uz2z8u. Cr 2(qx) is the two-dimensional FT ofCr 2(x), and

V~qx,z,z8!5y~qx,z!y~qx,z8!5

1

2
~11n1

2 !cosh@lqx
2~z12L !#1

1

2
~12n1

2 !cosh~lqx
2z2!2n1 sinh@lqx

2~z12L !#

@cosh~lqx
2L !1n1 sinh~lqx

2L !#2 . ~10!

Note thatV(qx,z,z8) expresses how the substrate roughness is replicated throughout the layer.
Following Mol et al. @4#, the series inCt(qx,z,z8) can be calculated in the limitN→`, yielding

Ct~qx,z,z8!5kBTH w1~qx,z!w1~qx,z8!/A11w2~qx,z!w2~qx,z8!/A21
cosh@lqx

2~L2z2!#2cosh~lqx
2z1!

2qx
2ABK sinh~lqx

2L !
J . ~88!
ov

ic
ic,
The aforementioned authors@4# found that the results coin
cide with the result of the finite sum ifz2 is assigned a
minimum valuez05d/4. We checked whether this also hold
for our cases. We found that the results agree to within a
percent, except at the boundaries (z56L/2) of the smectic
film, where introduction of a cutoff forz0 in Eq. ~88! may
even yield negative numbers for high surface tension va
@cf. Fig. 4~a!#. However, no problem occurs if the value
calculated for the middle of a layer are assigned to the wh
layer, and if we takeCt(qx,z,z8)>0 at the substrate-film
w

s

le

interface~i.e., for z or z852L/2!. The result of Eq.~88b! is
equivalent to that derived in a different way by Shalagin
and Romanov@18#.

The response of the smectic film is intrinsically isotrop
in the x plane. If the substrate roughness is also isotrop
one can write

C~x,z,z8!5
1

2p E
qmin

qmax
qxdqxJ0~qxx!C~qx ,z,z8!, ~11!
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where J0 denotes the Bessel function of order 0,qmin
52p/W, andqmax52p/a, with W being the sample size anda
the transverse molecule size. The rms roughnesss(z) at
depthz is given bys2(z)5C(0,z,z). The differential cross
section for diffuse x-ray scattering is given in the Born a
proximation@4,13# by

ds

dV
5

Sqz
2

16p2 (
n,k50

N

r nr k* exp@ iqz~zn2zk!#

3expF2
1

2
qz

2~sn
21sk

2!G E d2x

3exp~ iqx–x!@expqz
2Cnk~x!21#, ~12!

whereS is the detected irradiated sample surface area,qz is
the wave-vector transfer perpendicular to the layer planer n
is the Fresnel reflection coefficient@19# of layer n ~which
includes the effect of internal structure and may include
effect of local roughness@4#!, n50 denotes the substrate,zn
denotes the~equilibrium! position of the middle of layern,
sn5s(zn! and Cnk(x)5C(x,zn ,zk).

The above formulas do not describe dynamical effe
like enhanced scattering if either the incident or the detec
angle is close to the critical angle for total reflectio
~‘‘Yoneda wings’’! @13#. The most pronounced effect is th
of the film-vapor interface, which can be taken into acco
by multiplying the above formula byut inu2utoutu2, where t in
and tout are the Fresnel transmission coefficients of the
surface at the incident and detection angle, respectively@13#.
This result can be obtained from a full treatment in t
distorted-wave Born approximation@15,20,21# by taking into
account only the effect of the top surface.

From the above expression@Eq. ~12!# for the cross sec-
tion, the diffusely scattered intensity can be calculated us
Eqs. ~3!–~11!. In Sec. III we will discuss measurements i
volving a conventional diffractometer setup. Such equipm
enables measurements in one direction, sayx1 , using wide
open slits in the perpendicular directionx2 . The measured
intensity is then given byI 5I 0(2Du/Sqz)*dqx2

(ds/dV),

where I 0 is the incident intensity andDu the divergence of
the detector slit in thex1 direction.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A discussion of the properties of the thermal correlat
function Ct(x,z,z8) can be found in Refs.@12# and @18#. A
few more examples will be given below. For the calculati
of Ct(x,z,z8) using Eq.~11!, the effective sample sizeW
~or, rather, the projected transverse x-ray coherence le
@12#! and the transverse molecule sizea have to be fixed. We
took W523104 mm anda50.4 nm.

First we will discuss some properties of the correlati
functionCr(x,z,z8) describing roughness replication. Figu
2 shows the results of calculations of the factorV(qx,z,z),
Eq. ~10!, for various depthsz. As discussed in Sec. II thi
quantity indicates to what extent roughness with a para
wave vectorqx is replicated. It will be clear that roughnes
with low lateral frequencies is replicated better than that w
high frequencies. The decay ofV(qx,z,z) scales with the
square root ofl and with the distance to the substrate.
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large n1 values@Fig. 2~b!# the decay at low frequencies i
faster than at smalln1 @Fig. 2~a!#. We found thatV(qx,z,z8)
is not very sensitive to the value ofz2 .

Figure 3 shows the corresponding correlation funct
Cr(x,z,z), @Eq. ~9!# for various depthsz. Comparison of the
various curves in one figure shows that the roughness de
as a function of the distance to the substrate. This deca
stronger at largen1 @Fig. 3~b!# than at smalln1 @Fig. 3~a!#,
stronger at largel @Fig. 3~a!# than at smalll @Fig. 3~c!#, and
stronger at largeH @Fig. 3~a!# than at smallH @Fig. 3~d!#.
Furthermore, it can be seen that, at larger distances from
substrate, the weight shifts toward largerx values. This is a
consequence of the fact that roughness with low lateral
quencies is replicated better than that with high frequenc

In the next example several aspects of roughness rep
tion combined with thermal fluctuations will be clarified. Th

FIG. 2. Roughness replication factorV(qx ,z,z) vs in-layer
wave vectorqx at various depth valuesz. ~a! n150. ~b! n1510. In
all casesL5100 nm andl51 nm. From top to bottom:z5
20.5L ~horizontal solid line!, z520.45L, z520.25L, z50, and
z50.5L.

FIG. 3. Correlation functionCr(x,z,z) vs in-layer distancex at
various depth valuesz. ~a! n150, l51 nm, andH51. ~b! n1

510, l51 nm, andH51. ~c! n150, l50.1 nm, andH51. ~d!
n150, l51 nm, and H50.25. In all casesL5100 nm, s2

51 nm, and j510 nm. From top to bottom:z520.5L, z
520.45L, z520.25L, z50, andz50.5L.
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parameters used were taken from Geeret al. @8# for their
sampleM1, which is a film consisting of eight layers with
total thicknessL532 nm. They fitted their experimental da
using the same~fractal! roughness parameters for all layer
We will only assume that the substrate roughness can
considered as fractal, and we will take values close to th
as substrate roughness parameters:s250.45 nm, j
550 nm, andH50.35. For the surface tension at the liqui
crystal–substrate interface we takeg25`. We found that
the exact value ofg2 hardly affects the results, as long asn2

is larger than 100. Furthermore we will takeT5300 K and
the values suggested@8# for the smectic film: B52.5
3108 N m22, K510211N, and g150.03 N m21, resulting
in kBT/ABK50.08 nm2, l50.2 nm,n150.6, andn25`.

Figure 4~a! shows the thermal contribution to the mea
square roughnesss2 calculated using Eq.~8! ~solid line! and
the approximation~8b! ~dashed line!. As discussed in Sec. II
the values at the middle of the layers~dots!, which are very
close to those calculated using Eq.~8!, will be used for the
calculation of the x-ray scattering. At the substrate-film
terface (z5216 nm) Eq. ~8! gives the correct answers2

50 for g25`, whereas Eq.~88! yields a negative value. We
will use the shorter expression~88! below, but will take
s250 if it results in a negative value.

Figure 4~b! again shows the thermal contributio
~dashed!, as well as the contribution due to replication
substrate roughness~dash-dotted! and the total roughnes
~solid line! as the sum of the two. The thick dots indicate t
values that will be used for the scattering calculation. As
Fig. 3, the roughness due to roughness replication~dash-
dotted line! decays with the distance to the substrate. T
decay is slow because of the small values ofl andn1 . The
thermal roughness~dashed line!, on the other hand, grow
with that distance. The sum of the two~solid line! remains
remarkably constant. This is the case with the assumed
rameters of the smectic film. Ifl or n1 is larger, or if
kBT/ABK is smaller, the decay ofs2 with z is faster. The
behavior withn156 ~dotted line! is shown as an example

Figure 4~c! shows the power spectral densityC(qx ,z,z).
The top ~solid! line shows the fractal behavior of the su
strate roughness. The top layer has a contribution du
roughness replication that decays much faster at high sp
frequencies~medium-long dashes!, having a value below
1023 nm4 at qx51 nm21. The thermal contribution to the
top-layer roughness~short dashes! is slightly below 1 nm4 at
low frequencies, but decays much more slowly than that
to roughness replication. The sum of the two~long dashes! is
close to the power spectral density of the substrate up
frequencies somewhat above 1 nm21. In the n156 case
~dotted line! the deviation from the substrate power spect
density starts at much lower frequencies, but at higher
quencies the thermal contribution partly compensates
this. The interlayer correlation functions~not shown! were
also found to be close to the substrate’s correlation funct

Figure 4~d! shows the Fourier transform of Fig. 4~c!, i.e.,
the roughness correlation functionC(x,z,z). It exhibits the
same trend as Fig. 4~c!, with the differences mainly at sma
values ofx.

As examples of x-ray scattering calculations, Figs 4~e!
and 4~f! show rocking curves~transverse scans! obtained
with the detector angle at the values for the first and sec
.
be
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d

Bragg peaks~which are due to the layer periodicity@8,10#!,
respectively. The solid lines were calculated using the ab
parameters. The dots mimic the experimental data, wh
were calculated using the parameters found in Ref.@8#; that
is, the same fractal roughness throughout the film. Inter
ingly, the parameters used for the smectic film yield curv
that are hardly distinguishable from those calculated with
fractal model. This is certainly true for smalll andn1 val-
ues, but we found that this remains the case for a large ra
of parameters. For example, when different values for

FIG. 4. Results of calculations for a smectic film of eight laye
on a substrate. L532 nm, l50.2 nm, n150.6, n25`,
kBT/ABK50.08 nm2, s250.45 nm, j550 nm, andH50.35. ~a!
and ~b!: Mean-square roughnesss2(z) vs depth.~a! Thermal con-
tribution only. Solid line: using Eq.~8!; dashed line: using Eq.~88!;
thick dots: values used to calculate diffuse scattering.~b! Dashed
line: thermal contribution@dashed line from Fig.~4a!#; dash-dotted
line: roughness replication; solid line: total roughness; thick do
values used to calculate diffuse scattering; dotted line: calcula
using n156. ~c! Power spectral densityC(qx ,z,z) vs in-layer
wave vectorqx . ~d! Correlation functionC(x,z,z) vs in-layer dis-
tancex. ~c! and~d!: From top to bottom: substrate roughness~solid
line!, total roughness of the top layer~long dashes!, roughness of
the top layer due to roughness replication~medium-long dashes!,
thermal fluctuations of the top layer~short dashes!; dotted line:
calculated usingn156. ~e! and~f!: rocking curves~scattered inten-
sity vs in-layer wave vectorqx , using CuKa radiation!. Dots:
calculated with values found in Ref.@8# to fit experiments; solid
line: calculated with the above values; dashed line: calculated u
n156; ~e! rocking curve at first Bragg peak;~f! rocking curve at
second Bragg peak.
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FIG. 5. Results of calculations for a smectic film of five layers on a substrate.L517 nm, l50.2 nm, n150.6, n25`, kBT/ABK
50.08 nm2, s250.2 nm,j55 nm, andH50.75.~a! Mean-square roughnesss2(z) vs depth. Dashed line: thermal contribution; dash-dot
line: roughness replication; solid line: total roughness.~b! and~c! Diffuse scattering intensity~using CuKa radiation!. Dots: calculated with
values found in Ref.@16# to fit experiments; solid line: calculated with the above values.~b! Rocking curve~scattered intensity vs in-laye
wave vectorqx! at first Bragg peak.~c! Offset scan~scattered intensity vs perpendicular wave vectorqz! at an offset angle of 1 mrad.
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smectic-film parameters are used~dashed lines:n156!, the
data are not distinguishable in a measurement for a smaqx

range @Fig. 4~e!#, though they may be distinguished if
largerqx range can be reached@Fig. 4~f!#.

A way of distinguishing more accurately between t
various models is suggested in Fig. 4~c!. If a measuremen
can be done over a largeqx range and no integration over th
perpendicular direction is performed, a deviation from frac
behavior is expected at largeqx values. A large paralle
wave-vector range will be available if a surface-diffracti
setup is used in which the x-ray beam is collimated in t
directions@5#. The required large dynamic range is attaina
with synchrotron radiation.

We found that the other results of Ref.@8#, in which the
measurements were fitted using the same~fractal! model, can
be explained in the same way. Here too, substrate rough
replication results in curves which start to deviate from fra
tal, whereas the addition of thermal fluctuations brings
total close to the substrate correlation function again.

As a final example we will consider our own recent me
surements@16# of a spin-coated smectic film, which we in
terpreted with a similar model. We used the express
Cnk(x)5ACnn(x)Ckk(x) exp(2uzn2zku/j'), where a form
like Eq. ~4! was used forCnn(x), andj' is a perpendicular
correlation length.@The model of Ref.@8# can be regarded a
this model with a perfect perpendicular correlation, that
Cnn(x)5Ckk(x) andj'5`.# We found@10# that the sample
had a very rough top layer, containing holes. For simplic
we will omit that effect in the present analysis. We w
describe only the effect of the inner interfaces, the contri
tion of which could be fitted by takingj'55 nm ands
52 nm, j550 nm, andH50.75 for all interfaces. We ap
plied our present model to this material by using the la
three parameters for the substrate, and the same param
for the smectic film as in the previous example. Figure
shows the results of the calculations. In Fig. 5~a! it can be
seen that, here too, substrate roughness replication resu
a decrease in roughness in the case of layers further from
substrate~dash-dotted line!, whereas the total roughness, i
cluding thermal fluctuations~dashed line!, remains very con-
stant~solid line!.

Figures 5~b! and 5~c! show the results of diffuse scatte
l
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in
he

ing calculations. Again the rocking curve around the fi
Bragg peak@Fig. 5~b!, solid line# is not distinguishable from
that calculated with the fractal model~dots!. Hardly any dif-
ference is seen in an offset scan either@Fig. 5~c!#. The peak
just before 2 nm21 is the first Bragg peak, which is broad
ened because the perpendicular correlation is not perfec
will be difficult to obtain data of sufficient quality to distin
guish between the models, but again measurements
surface-diffraction setup will give more detailed informatio

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented a theory for the combined effect
roughness replication and thermal fluctuations in sme
films on a substrate. Three material parameters are need
describe the effect: the surface tension (g1) and the elastic
constants for compression~B! and bending~K! of the smectic
layers.

It was found that roughness due to replication of substr
roughness decays with the distance to the substrate, whe
that due to thermal fluctuations increases. In general, the
cay due to roughness replication is small because of
strong effect of the substrate boundary and the smectic s
ness. Even when this decay is large enough to be dete
the opposite effect of thermal fluctuations largely compe
sates for this effect. If a fractal correlation function is a
sumed for the substrate, as is usual for polished surfaces
resulting roughness correlation function for the smectic l
ers is also found to be very close to fractal. Moreover,
limited in-layer wave-vector range in a conventional diffra
tion experiment hampers the observation of deviations fr
fractal behavior.

We conclude that the above-mentioned smectic mate
parameters cannot be determined in a very accurate way
measurements of thin films on a substrate using a conv
tional diffractometer setup. The use of a surface-diffract
setup is more promising because of its large parallel wa
vector range.
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